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Abstract
During the last few years theoretical works have shed new light and proposed new hypothe-
ses on the mechanisms which regulate the spatio-temporal behaviour of phytoplankton
communities in marine pelagic ecosystems. Despite this, relevant physical and biological is-
sues, such as effects of the time-dependent mixing in the upper layer, competition between
groups, and dynamics of non-stationary deep chlorophyll maxima, are still open questions.
In this work, we analyze the spatio-temporal behaviour of five phytoplankton populations in
a real marine ecosystem by using a one-dimensional reaction-diffusion-taxis model. The
study is performed, taking into account the seasonal variations of environmental variables,
such as light intensity, thickness of upper mixed layer and profiles of vertical turbulent diffu-
sivity, obtained starting from experimental findings. Theoretical distributions of phytoplank-
ton cell concentration was converted in chlorophyll concentration, and compared with the
experimental profiles measured in a site of the Tyrrhenian Sea at four different times (sea-
sons) of the year, during four different oceanographic cruises. As a result we find a good
agreement between theoretical and experimental distributions of chlorophyll concentration.
In particular, theoretical results reveal that the seasonal changes of environmental variables
play a key role in the phytoplankton distribution and determine the properties of the deep
chlorophyll maximum. This study could be extended to other marine ecosystems to predict
future changes in the phytoplankton biomass due to global warming, in view of devising
strategies to prevent the decline of the primary production and the consequent decrease of
fish species.
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Introduction
The study of the mechanisms responsible for the distribution and dynamics of phytoplankton
populations represents one of the most urgent challenges for marine ecological modeling, due
to emergent problems such as global warming and reduction of the biomass production in ma-
rine ecosystems [1]. Indeed, the variations in the growth of fish species observed in the oceans
are mainly explained by changes in the chlorophyll concentration, which is a marker of the
presence of phytoplankton populations [1–10].
During last decades specific applications of population dynamics and theoretical models
allowed to describe the behaviour at the group level, and to obtain the spatio-temporal distribu-
tions of phytoplankton populations in aquatic environments. Moreover, in recent works
[11–17], the effects of the spatial heterogeneity of the limiting factors on the diversity of phyto-
planktonic populations, along the water column, has been investigated. However, authors have
always reproduced the vertical profiles of chlorophyll concentration without taking in account
the seasonal changes of environmental variables [16, 17], such as light intensity, depth of ther-
mocline and vertical turbulent diffusivity.
In a marine ecosystem, the shape of vertical phytoplankton profiles depends on the spatial
behaviour of two limiting factors [11, 18–20], i.e. light intensity and nutrient concentration,
which allow the photosynthesis process within phytoplankton cells. Specifically, the reduction
of the light intensity, as a function of depth, associated with an opposing gradient of nutrients
allows to maintain a positive net growth rate only within the production layer. It is worth not-
ing that, despite other quantities such as turbulence and mixing play a key role on the spatio-
temporal behaviour of the phytoplankton populations, they can not be considered limiting fac-
tors because they do not contribute directly to the photosynthesis process. In general, the limit-
ing factors contribute to select different groups along the water column [11, 12, 17, 21–23],
even if both the position of the favorable layer and the magnitude of concentration peak, for
each phytoplankton population, depend on biological and physical parameters [18, 24, 25].
Specifically, light and nutrient half-saturation constants, maximum growth rate and mortality
determine the boundaries of the production layer, while its width and the peak magnitude are
connected to the vertical turbulent diffusivity and the swimming velocity of each population.
Because the vertical distributions of limiting factors change continuously during the year, due
to seasonal variations of environmental variables, the production layer for every phytoplankton
populations is highly variable [22].
In order to analyze the seasonal dynamics of phytoplankton, we recall that marine ecosys-
tems are an example of complex systems, which are open systems characterized by nonlinear
interactions among their parts and external perturbations due to environmental variables.
Complex systems are present in different scientific areas ranging from condensed matter to
econophysics and biophysics [26–50]. In the ecosystem investigated here, the continuous vari-
ability of physical parameters, observed in real data, indicates that in order to reproduce the
seasonal dynamics of phytoplankton populations it is necessary to perform a study which takes
into account relevant physical and biological issues, such as the effects of variable mixing in the
upper layer, the competition between groups occupying different layers of the water column,
and the dynamics of non-stationary deep chlorophyll maxima.
In this work, we present a theoretical approach to model the spatio-temporal behaviour
of phytoplankton abundance distribution at group level. Here, phosphorus is the nutrient com-
ponent playing the role of limiting factor for the growth of the phytoplankton populations
[17, 51, 52]. The site investigated represents an ideal habitat to analyze how ecosystem hydro-
dynamics affects the phytoplankton distribution [53]. Indeed, in this area, meso-scale hydrody-
namic structures modify seasonally the vertical profiles of nutrients and light environment
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[54], and thus indirectly control both the biomass primary production and phytoplankton
composition [53, 55–57].
The theoretical approach is based on a reaction-diffusion-taxis model, which allows to ana-
lyze and reproduce the vertical profiles of chlorophyll a concentration obtained from data sam-
pled in a site of the Tyrrhenian Sea (along the south-western Italian coast of the Mediterranean
Sea), characterized by oligotrophic conditions, during different oceanographic surveys in the
period from 24 November 2006 to 9 June 2007. In particular, the competition between phyto-
plankton populations for light and nutrient (phosphorus) has been modeled by using a system
of coupled reaction-diffusion-taxis equations. The model is able to reproduce the spatio-
temporal behaviour of five populations belonging to the picophytoplankton fraction, i.e. plank-
tonic groups whose linear size is less than 3 μm. This fraction is formed by groups belonging to
two different domains, i.e. picoprokayotes and picoeukaryotes [58–60], and takes in account,
on average, about 80% of the total chlorophyll a (chl a) and divinyl chlorophyll a (Dvchl a) in
Tyrrhenian Sea.
In order to guarantee the coexistence of the five populations along the water column, suit-
able values of biological and environmental parameters have been set in the model. Moreover,
the influence of the upper mixed layer (UML) on spatial configuration of picophytoplankton
groups is taken into account by assuming larger values of vertical turbulent diffusivity in the
UML and much smaller values in the deeper layers.
As a first step, we analyze the role of the upper mixed layer, which determines the shape of
the vertical profiles of nutrient concentration and cell concentration for all phytoplankton pop-
ulations [22, 61]. The UML is generated by variable mechanical perturbations of the water sur-
face, e.g. by wind and storms, and is characterized by the mixing intensity and the layer
thickness [62–67], which change periodically as a function of the time. As a consequence, the
abundance peak of each phytoplankton group can be localized, alternatively, closer to the
water surface or in deeper layers, during the same year. Afterwards we study, in deeper layers,
the behaviour of the vertical turbulent diffusivity, whose values change according to the season-
al changes in mean velocities of the marine currents [68]. As a third step, in order to get condi-
tions as much as possible similar to the marine ecosystem investigated, we take into account
the effects of the two main limiting factors, i.e. light intensity and phosphorus concentration,
simulating the spatio-temporal dynamics of the phytoplankton concentration, and obtaining
biomass vertical profiles at different periods of the year. Finally, in order to compare theoretical
results with field observations, the picophytoplankton cell concentrations, expressed in Cells/
m3, are converted in chl a and Dvchl a concentrations, expressed in μg/ dm3, by using the exper-
imental cellular content measured by Morel and the conversion curves obtained by Brunet
et al. [69, 70]. Goodness of agreement between theoretical chlorophyll distributions and corre-
sponding experimental profiles is evaluated for all seasons investigated, by performing statisti-
cal checks based on χ2 test.
Environmental data
The experimental data, analyzed in this work, were collected in the period from 24th November
2006 to 9th June 2007 in a sampling site (39° 30.000 N,13°30.000 E) localized in the middle of
the Tyrrhenian Sea (Fig. 1). This is a hydrological stable area of Mediterranean Sea, where oli-
gotrophic waters are mainly populated by picophytoplankton groups during the whole year.
These groups are located in Modified Atlantic Water (MAW), i.e. the upper layer of the water
column of Mediterranean Sea (from the surface down to 200 m). The MAW is placed above
the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW), i.e. the intermediate layer of the Mediterranean
basin, and corresponds to the euphotic zone of the water column.
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In order to study the seasonal variability of physical parameters and phytoplankton concen-
trations, the experimental data were acquired at four different times (seasons) of the year, dur-
ing four different oceanographic cruises (VECTOR-TM1, November 2006; VECTOR-TM2,
February 2007; VECTOR-TM3, April 2007; VECTOR-TM4, June 2007) performed on board
of the R/V Urania of the Italian National Research Council (CNR). In addition, a more accu-
rate estimate of vertical turbulent diffusivity for the whole year was obtained by taking into ac-
count the vertical profiles of physical parameters (experimental results here not shown)
acquired during other three oceanographic cruises (VECTOR-TM6, January 2009; VENUS1,
August 2010; TYR01, October 2010). In all these oceanographic surveys, similar sampling
strategies and methodologies were used. In particular, vertical profiles of temperature, salinity
and density were acquired by using a CTD probe equipped with a fluorescence sensor, which
measured total chlorophyll concentrations. The vertical distributions of water temperature and
density, measured in the MAW, are shown in Fig. 2. In particular, vertical distributions of
water temperature were used to study the displacement of the thermocline along the water
Figure 1. Location of the sampling site (39° 300.00 N, 13°300.00 E) where the experimental data were collected. (Courtesy of Ribera d’Alcalà et al.,
2009 (Ref. [71])).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g001
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column as a function of time, and to determine the thickness of the upper mixed layer (UML).
Analogously, vertical distributions of water density were used to calculate the buoyancy fre-
quency of Brunt-Väisälä, necessary to estimate the vertical turbulent diffusivity in UML for all
periods of the year investigated.
The experimental profiles shown in Fig. 2 indicated the presence of an upper mixed layer,
from the surface down to the thermocline, where the temperature was characterized by values
higher than those observed in deeper layers. Conversely the density, characterized by low val-
ues within the upper mixed layer, increased below the thermocline. Finally, we note that
Figure 2. Profiles of temperature (panels a, c, e, g) and density (panels b, d, f, h) acquired in the sampling site (39° 300.00 N, 13° 300.00 E). Data were
collected during four oceanographic cruises: VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006 (panels a, b); VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007 (panels c, d); VECTOR-TM3,
22 April 2007 (panels e, f); VECTOR-TM4, 9 June 2007 (panels g, h). The black lines have been obtained by connecting the experimental points
corresponding to samples distanced of 1 meter along the water column. The total number of samples measured in the site is n = 196 for VECTOR-TM1,
n = 198 for VECTOR-TM2, n = 199 for VECTOR-TM3, and n = 196 for VECTOR-TM4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g002
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experimental data indicated an increase of the thermocline depth during fall and early winter
up to reach the maximum value in February at a depth of 69 m. Vice versa, the depth of ther-
mocline decreased during early spring up to reach the minimum value in April at a depth of
13 m, maintaining shallower depths during the summer.
Nitrate, nitrite, silicate and phosphate concentrations, collected in polyethylene vials and
stored at -20 ºC, were determined by using classical methods of measurement [71–73].
Phytoplanktonic data
Phytoplankton biomass can be estimated using chlorophyll as a proxy (chlorophyll and divinyl
chlorophyll). The contribution of each phytoplankton group to the total amount of chlorophyll
is based on the experimental estimation of cellular chlorophyll a content [69, 70, 74] and the
theoretical abundance obtained from the model [16, 17]. Moreover, we performed the high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of the bottle samples collected approxi-
mately at the same depths (0, 25, 50,. . . 100 meters) during the oceanographic surveys. The re-
sults of HPLC analysis showed that the average amount of phytoplankton fractions obtained
in the sampling site of Tyrrhenian Sea during the period investigated (from 24 November 2006
to 9 June 2007) were similar to those obtained from the bottle samples collected in the Strait of
Sicily in 1997 [74].
In general, phytoplankton community could be divided into three main size fractions [59,
75]: pico- (<3μm), nano- (3–20μm) and micro-phytoplankton (> 20 μm).
In the Tyrrhenian Sea, the picophytoplankton fraction amounts in average to about 80% of
the total chl a and Dvchl a, and is dominated by two groups: picoprokaryotes and picoeukar-
yotes. The picoprokaryotes domain is composed of two genera of cyanobacteria, i.e. Synecho-
coccus and Prochlorococcus, while picoeukaryotes domain is mainly represented by
haptophytes and pelagophytes [72, 76, 77]. Finally, diatoms, cryptophytes and dinophytes are
present in traces.
The nano- and micro-phytoplankton fraction accounts for about 20% of the total chl a and
Dvchl a on average, and is mainly represented by haptophytes, pelagophytes and diatoms. This
fraction is poorly present in DCM, and is almost uniformly distributed along the water
column.
In this work, we consider the spatio-temporal dynamics of picophytoplankton fraction, fo-
calizing on five groups. In particular, close to the water surface a prevalence of Synechococcus
on the others groups is observed, with Prochlorococcus concentration remaining constant with
depth. Conversely, in intermediate layers Prochlorococcus prevails respect to other populations
[70]. In particular, the ratio between the cell concentration of Prochlorococcus and Synecho-
coccus shows a significant increase as a function of depth. The vertical profiles of Prochloro-
coccus concentration have a bimodal distribution in the intermediate layers of the water
column [70, 77], indicating the coexistence of two ecotypes of this genus: high light-adapted
(HL-) ecotype and low light-adapted (LL-) ecotype. However, the spectral light requirements
of the two Prochlorococcus ecotypes do not lead to a marked vertical separation [18], even
if the former ecotype is mainly localized in the upper part of the euphotic zone between the
surface water and 90 m of depth, while the latter is mostly present at depths greater than 50 m
[70, 76, 77]. Moreover, we observe that the growth rate and the average cell concentration of
LL ecotype are lower than those of HL ecotype in Tyrrhenian Sea. Therefore, in the site investi-
gated the Prochlorococcus HL-ecotype prevails on the LL-ecotype.
It is worth to underline that heterogenous composition is also a feature of the picoeukar-
yotes domain. In particular, in a previous work [60], it has been shown how a clear segregation
along the water column of classes belonging to the picoeukaryotes domain is present in
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Mediterranean Sea. Specifically, Brunet et al. have found that haptophytes are more abundant
in shallower layers of DCM, while pelagophytes dominate deeper layers [70, 74].
On this basis, in this work we model the spatio-temporal dynamics of Synechococcus, Pro-
chlorococcus HL-ecotype, Prochlorococcus LL-ecotype, haptophytes, and pelagophytes, which
are the populations mainly present along the water column. We note that, due to different lo-
calizations along the water column, from a theoretical point of view it is possible to predict, in
the site investigated, the coexistence conditions for all these groups [12, 14, 16, 17, 22].
In view of obtaining a comparison between theoretical results and experimental data, we re-
call that phytoplankton populations are usually identified and counted by flow cytometry
using their scattering and autofluorescence properties [74]. In general, the presence of chloro-
phyll a (chl a) or divinyl chlorophyll a (Dvchl a) molecules in phytoplankton cells allows to dis-
tinguish them from non-photosynthetic particles, and to estimate the abundance of
phytoplankton populations through the conversion curves. Specifically, the analysis of pig-
ments showed the presence of chl a in all phytoplankton groups except Prochlorococcus,
which can be distinguished from the rest of the phytoplankton community because of its con-
tent of Dvchl a, whose molecular structure is almost identical to that of chl a.
The analysis of bottle samples indicates that Synechococcus contributes to more than 20%
of the total chlorophyll concentration on average in the Mediterranean Sea [70, 74]. In particu-
lar, the chl a cellular content of Synechococcus does not show appreciable variations in the
shallower layers, even if its average values change in different areas of world. Since the chl a ex-
perimental cellular content of Synechococcus in Tyrrhenian Sea has not been given in previous
works, here we used the content measured by Morel in Mauritania coast, whose value was fixed
equal to 2 fg chl a cell-1 [69].
In the Strait of Sicily, Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes dominate deeper layers and con-
tribute equally to the picophytoplankton biomass in terms of chl a and Dvchl a concentrations
in DCM, even if Prochlorococcus are numerically more abundant than the picoeukaryotes
[70]. In particular, the bottle samples collected in Mediterranean Sea showed that the cellular
content of chl a and Dvchl a increases in picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus with decreasing
light conditions [70, 78]. More specifically, in the experimental analysis performed with light
intensity ranging from a maximum value near the surface to less than 1% of the incident light
intensity below the euphotic zone (approximately 100 m of depth), picophytoplankton com-
munities display an increases in cell size and pigment content, which generally occur below the
upper mixed layer [79]. In fact, the Dvchl a cellular content of the total Prochlorococcus, in-
cluding both ecotypes, ranges between 0.25 and 2.20 fg Dvchl a cell-1 along the water column,
with a mean value exponentially increasing with depth [70]. On the other side, the mean chl a
cellular content of the picoeukaryotes ranges between 10 fg chl a cell-1 in sea surface and 660 fg
chl a cell-1 in deeper layers [70]. This conversion curve has been used to estimate chl a concen-
trations due to the presence of both picoeukaryotes groups investigated, i.e. haptophytes and
pelagophytes. The experimental results showed, for depth greater than 100 m, a considerable
decrease of the cell concentration of picophytoplankton, due to the dramatic diminution of the
light intensity. This strong reduction of cell concentration below the euphotic zone allows to
exploit the conversion curves, introduced by Brunet et al. [70], also for deeper layers, describ-
ing, without significative errors, the increase in pigment content per cell. In general, these
curves are not used for picophytoplankton groups localized close to the surface water. There-
fore, because Synechococcus are placed in shallower layers of the water column, the chl a cellu-
lar content of this genus has been fixed constant in agreement with the experimental results
obtained by other authors [69, 78, 80].
The vertical profiles of chl a concentration, measured at different times of the year in the
site analyzed in this work (localized along the south-western Italian coast of the Tyrrhenian
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Sea with coordinates 39° 30.000 N,13° 30.000 E), show a nonmonotonic behaviour (see Fig. 3)
characterized by the presence of DCM below the thermocline. The depth of DCM, i.e. the posi-
tion along the water column in which the total chl a concentration reaches the maximum
value, ranges between 63 and 84 m, while its magnitude, shape and width change as a
function of the time. In particular, the chl a concentration in DCM reaches the maximum
Figure 3. Profiles of chl a concentration acquired in the sampling site (39° 300.00 N, 13° 300.00 E). Data were collected during four oceanographic
cruises: VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006 (panel a); VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007 (panel b); VECTOR-TM3, 22 April 2007 (panel c); VECTOR-TM4,
9 June 2007 (panel d). The black lines have been obtained by connecting the experimental points corresponding to samples distanced of 1 meter along the
water column. The total number of samples measured in the site is n = 196 for VECTOR-TM1, n = 198 for VECTOR-TM2, n = 199 for VECTOR-TM3, and
n = 196 for VECTOR-TM4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g003
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value (0.28 μg l-1) in late spring, when a limited mixing generates a strong stratification of the
water masses. The same phenomenon causes, in autumn, a decrease of chl a concentration in
deeper layers. This behaviour can be related with a decrease of nutrient concentration in the
DCM due to reduced mixing during summer and early fall. Finally, an increase of the width of
the DCM is observed in late fall and winter, when the vertical turbulent diffusivity increases
along the whole water column.
The experimental findings show that the chl a concentrations take on almost uniform values
in the upper mixed layer in all profiles studied (see Fig. 3). However, the biomass concentration
in UML changes during the year, showing a maximum of chl a concentration (0.10 μg l-1) in
winter. This behaviour is a direct consequence of the variability of the vertical turbulent diffu-
sivity, which reaches a maximum in February in the UML, taking on low values in other peri-
ods of the year.
Finally, in order to localize the exact position of the production layer for all picophytoplank-
ton communities, we studied the results of the HPLC analysis of the bottle samples acquired
along the water column in the site investigated (Tyrrhenian Sea), during the oceanographic
surveys. The chlorophyll a and divinyl chlorophyll a concentrations measured by the HPLC
analysis (experimental results here not shown) were compared with those obtained by the fluo-
rescence sensor, showing a good qualitative agreement.
Methods
In this section the spatio-temporal behaviour of the five picophytoplankton populations is ana-
lyzed by using a mathematical model, consisting of a system of partial derivative equations.
The analysis is performed by taking into account the intraspecific competition of each group
for light and nutrients within the euphotic zone of the water column, where physical and bio-
logical conditions are favourable for the phytoplankton growth.
The mathematical approach, based on a system of partial derivative differential equations,
allows to obtain the vertical distributions of the five picophytoplankton populations as a func-
tion of the depth, at different times. The location of the production layer of each group is
shown in Fig. 4, where a schematic representation of the mechanism underlying the phyto-
plankton dynamics is given.
The model
In this subsection, we study the dynamics of our ecosystem by using a deterministic reaction-
diffusion-taxis model [11, 12, 22]. The populations analyzed are distributed along a one-
dimensional spatial domain (z-direction) of the MAW. In particular, according to biological
requirements we assume that the phytoplankton growth is subject to the limiting effect of two
external factors, i.e. light intensity and nutrient. By this way it is possible to reproduce the dy-
namics of the cell concentration of the five populations analyzed, i.e. Synechococcus, Hapto-
phytes, Prochlorococcus HL, Pelagophytes and Prochlorococcus LL, indicated by b1(z,t),
b2(z,t), b3(z,t), b4(z,t) and b5(z,t), respectively. Moreover, the vertical distributions of the nutri-
ent concentration R(z,t) and light intensity I(z,t) are obtained. In our model we also consider
the active movement of single microorganisms, the passive movement due to the turbulence,
the specific loss rate, and the growth rate of each picophytoplankton population, which plays a
crucial role in the overall dynamics of the ecosystem. The limiting effect of light intensity and
nutrient concentration, whose values along the water column strongly affect the phytoplankton
growth rates [11, 20, 54, 81], is considered by the Monod kinetics [82]. In particular, the gross
phytoplankton growth rates per capita are given by minffIiðI ), fRiðRÞg, where fIiðI ), and
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fRiðRÞ are obtained by the Michaelis-Menten formulas
fIiðIÞ ¼ riI=ðI þ KIiÞ; ð1Þ
fRiðRÞ ¼ riR=ðRþ KRiÞ; ð2Þ
Here ri is the maximum growth rate, KIi and KRi are the half-saturation constants for light in-
tensity and nutrient concentration, respectively, of the i-th picophytoplankton group. Accord-
ing to previous studies [14, 16, 17, 22, 83], the constants depend on the metabolism of the
speciﬁc microorganisms considered. Speciﬁcally, the values of KRi and KIi determine, along the
water column, the boundaries of the production layer and the position of the maximum of cell
concentration for each population.
The specific loss rate of the i-th picophytoplankton group, due to respiration, death, and
grazing, is given bymi [11, 12, 22]. In particular, the loss rates have been estimated by using the
experimental results collected by other authors [84–87]. Afterwards, we estimated the net per
capita growth rates defined as follows
Giðz;tÞ ¼ minðfRiðRðz;tÞÞ; fIiðIðz;tÞÞÞ mi: ð3Þ
Figure 4. Scheme of the mechanism responsible for the phytoplankton distribution (modified from original figure by Alexey Ryabov). Inset: (a)
Prochlorococcus PCC 9511 (courtesy of Rippka et al., 2000 (Ref. [95])), (b) Micromonas NOUM17 (courtesy of Augustin Engman, RoryWelsh, and
AlexandraWorden).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g004
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The passive movement of all phytoplankton groups depends on the turbulence [22], which
is modeled by the vertical turbulent diffusivity (D(z,t)). This environmental variable changes as
a function of the time, by assuming uniformly larger values DU(t) in the upper layer and uni-
formly smaller values DD(t) in the deeper layers. The influence of the upper mixed layer on
population dynamics has been studied modifying, according to experimental findings, the
thickness of UML and the spatial behaviour of vertical turbulent diffusivity depending on the
period of the year. The gradual transition from the upper mixed layer to deeper layers has been
described in terms of the following generalized Fermi function [22]
Dðz;tÞ ¼ DDðtÞ;þ
DUðtÞ  DDðtÞ
1þ expðzZU ðtÞÞ=w ; ð4Þ
where ZU(t) is the thickness of the upper mixed layer varying with time, and the parameter w is
the width of the transient layer.
In our previous works we inserted an advection term which mimics the passive (sinking)
movement of the phytoplankton cells [16, 17, 23]. Other authors however assumed that phyto-
plankton moves along the water column upward (downward), if growing conditions are better
above than below (below than above), being motionless if no differences are present between
above and below [11]. The correctness of this choice is confirmed by the results of our theoreti-
cal analysis. This mechanism in fact contributed to improve the results of our model, allowing
to obtain a shape of the DCM in a better agreement with experimental findings. In order to bet-
ter simulate the behaviour of picophytoplankton populations and provide a more realistic de-
scription of our ecosystem, we consider therefore the active movement of the single
microorganisms by a taxis term, where the swimming velocity vi of each population is a func-
tion of the gradient of the net growth rate (@Gi(z,t)/@z) [11].
Specifically, as well as in Ref. [11], we fix positive the downward direction of the coordinate
z (increasing depth). Moreover, the swimming velocity is set positive if the motion occurs
downward, an opposite condition respect to that used in Ref. [11]. This choice causes the ap-
pearance of the minus sign in the active movement term, instead of the plus sign present in
the same term of Ref. [11]. Therefore, in order to reproduce the active movement of the i-th
picophytoplankton group, we use a step function [11], defined as vi ¼ þvsi if @Gi(z,t)/@z> 0,
vi ¼ vsi if @Gi(z,t)/@z< 0, and vi = 0 if @Gi(z,t)/@z = 0, where vsi is a constant parameter,
whose value (positive) is estimated for each population by using the same criteria adopted by
Raven [88].
With these assumptions we obtain the following differential equations for the ecosystem an-
alyzed [11, 12, 14, 22]
@biðz;tÞ
@t
¼ biminðfIiðIÞfRiðRÞÞ mibi þ
@
@z
Dðz;tÞ @biðz;tÞ
@z
 
 vi
@Giðz;tÞ
@z
 
@biðz;tÞ
@z
: ð5Þ
According to the previous analysis performed for one- and two-population ecosystems [12,
15–17, 22], the cell concentration of the i-th picophytoplankton group is subject to the follow-
ing boundary conditions:
Dðz;tÞ @bi
@z
 vibi
 
jz¼0 ¼ Dðz;tÞ
@bi
@z
 vibi
 
jz¼zb ¼ 0; ð6Þ
corresponding to the conditions of no-ﬂux both through the water surface (z = 0) and interface
MAW-LIW (z = zb).
In the model we also take into account a further quantity of nutrient, obtained by the recy-
cling process of dead phytoplankton. Furthermore we recall that, due to the turbulence
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described by the vertical turbulent diffusivity D(z,t), the nutrient along the water column un-
dergoes a mixing process. The dynamics of the nutrient concentration can be therefore mod-
eled as follows
@Rðz;tÞ
@t
¼ 
X biðz;tÞ
Yi
min ðfIiðIÞ; fRiðRÞÞ þ
@
@z
Dðz;tÞ @Rðz;tÞ
@z
 
þ
X
"imi
biðz;tÞ
Yi
; ð7Þ
where "i and 1/Yi are nutrient recycling coefﬁcient and nutrient content of the i-th picophyto-
plankton group, respectively.
According to the conditions fixed for previous population models [12, 14–17, 22, 23, 89],
nutrients are commonly supplied from the bottom. In particular, nutrient concentration at the
bottom of the water column, R(zb), is fixed at the average value Rin for the whole period investi-
gated. The boundary conditions for nutrients are therefore modeled by the following equations
@R
@z
jz¼0 ¼ 0; RðzbÞ ¼ Rin: ð8Þ
The cell concentration bi(z,t), obtained by solving the equations of the system, is then con-
verted in chlorophyll concentration chlai(z,t) for each phytoplankton group. This allows to
take into account the shading of the chlorophyll molecules, whose effect is described by the
Lamber-Beer’s law [18, 89–91]
Iðz;tÞ ¼ IinðtÞexp 
Z z
0
X
ai  chlaiðZÞ þ abg
h i
dZ
 
; ð9Þ
with light intensity being characterized by the usual exponential decrease.
In Eq. (9) ai are the chl a-normalized average absorption coefficients of the i-th picophyto-
plankton group, abg is the background turbidity, and Iin(t) is the incident light intensity at the
water surface, changing with the time due to daily and seasonal variations. Equations (5)–(9)
describe mathematically the model used to reproduce the spatio-temporal dynamics of the five
picophytoplankton populations studied in this work.
Setting of parameters
In this subsection we describe the procedure to set the values of the environmental and biologi-
cal parameters used in the model to reproduce the experimental distributions of the total con-
centration of chlorophyll (see Fig. 3), collected during the oceanographic surveys. In particular,
the parameters have been fixed in order to guarantee the coexistence of all five planktonic
groups [12, 17, 22, 23, 83], as observed in the sampling site of Tyrrhenian Sea during the period
investigated (from 24 November 2006 to 9 June 2007). Moreover, to obtain numerical results
in agreement with experimental data, we used periodical functions to simulate seasonal
changes.
The numerical values assigned to biological and environmental parameters are shown in
Table 1. In particular, the biological parameters have been set to values typical of the five popu-
lations investigated: i) maximum specific growth rates according to those measured by other
authors [84, 85, 92]; ii) specific loss rates according to experimental results given in previous
works [84–87]. Conversely, the swimming velocity and nutrient recycling coefficients have
been chosen by following different criteria respect to previous works [16, 17]. Specifically, the
magnitudes of swimming velocities of the five picophytoplankton populations are set equal to
the values obtained by Raven [88], while nutrient recycling coefficients have been calculated by
taking into account the assimilation efficiencies of the planktonic groups estimated by Thing-
stad [86].
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The half-saturation constants, KRi and KIi , for the five populations are set so that the pro-
duction layers and peaks of cell concentration are located at depths compatible with measured
values. In particular, the values of half-saturation constants KIi , chosen according to previous
experimental results [78, 93], result to be small for those populations, such as Pelagophytes and
Table 1. Parameters used in the model.
Symbol Interpretation Units Value
abg Background turbidity m
−1 0.060
a1 Average absorption coefﬁcient of Synechococcus m
2 mg chl-a −1 0.025
a2 = a4 Average absorption coefﬁcient of picoeukaryotes m
2 mg chl-a −1 0.012
a3 Average absorption coefﬁcient of Prochlorococcus HL m
2 mg chl-a −1 0.016
a5 Average absorption coefﬁcient of Prochlorococcus LL m
2 mg chl-a −1 0.027
a6 Average absorption coefﬁcient of phytoplankton > 3µm m
2 mg chl-a −1 0.020
r1 Maximum speciﬁc growth rate of Synechococcus h
−1 0.058
r2 Maximum speciﬁc growth rate of Haptophytes h
−1 0.079
r3 Maximum speciﬁc growth rate of Prochlorococcus HL h
−1 0.088
r4 Maximum speciﬁc growth rate of Pelagophytes h
−1 0.096
r5 Maximum speciﬁc growth rate of Prochlorococcus LL h
−1 0.031
KI1 Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Synechococcus µmol photons m
−2 s−1 70.00
KI2 Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Haptophytes µmol photons m
−2 s−1 90.00
KI3 Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Prochlorococcus HL µmol photons m
−2 s−1 40.00
KI4 Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Pelagophytes µmol photons m
−2 s−1 35.00
KI5 Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Prochlorococcus LL µmol photons m
−2 s−1 6.00
KR1 Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of Synechococcus mmol phosphorus m
−3 0.00001
KR2 Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of Haptophytes mmol phosphorus m
−3 0.00004
KR3 ¼ KR5 Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of Prochlorococcus HL mmol phosphorus m−3 0.00200
KR4 Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of Pelagophytes mmol phosphorus m
−3 0.01190
m1 Speciﬁc loss rate of Synechococcus h
−1 0.014
m2 = m4 Speciﬁc loss rate of picoeukaryotes h
−1 0.010
m3 = m5 Speciﬁc loss rate of Prochlorococcus h
−1 0.011
1/Y1 Nutrient content of Synechococcus mmol phosphorus cell
−1 2.86 × 10−14
1/Y2 = 1/Y4 Nutrient content of picoeukaryotes mmol phosphorus cell
−1 2.00 × 10−12
1/Y3 = 1/Y5 Nutrient content of Prochlorococcus mmol phosphorus cell
−1 1.33 × 10−13
c1 Chl-a cellular content of Synechococcus fg chl-a cell
−1 2.00
c2 = c4 Chl-a cellular content of picoeukaryotes (as a function of depth) fg chl-a cell
−1 10.00 − 660.00
c3 = c5 Dvchl-a cellular content of Prochlorococcus (as a function of depth) fg Dvchl-a cell
−1 0.25 − 2.20
ε1 Nutrient recycling coefﬁcient of Synechococcus dimensionless 0.51
ε2 = ε4 Nutrient recycling coefﬁcient of picoeukaryotes dimensionless 0.52
ε3 = ε5 Nutrient recycling coefﬁcient of Prochlorococcus dimensionless 0.52
vs1 Magnitude of swimming velocity of Synechococcus m h
−1 0.000088
vs2 ¼ vs4 Magnitude of swimming velocity of picoeukaryotes m h−1 0.000098
vs3 ¼ vs5 Magnitude of swimming velocity of Prochlorococcus m h−1 0.000039
zb Depth of the water column m 200
Rin Nutrient concentration at zb mmol phosphorus m
−3 0.204
The values of the biological and environmental parameters are those typical of ﬁve picophytoplankton populations that coexist in the Tyrrhenian Sea
during the whole year (Refs. [16–18, 69, 70, 74, 78, 84, 85, 85–88, 92, 93]).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.t001
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Prochlorococcus LL, which are better adapted to low light intensities. On the other side, the
half-saturation constants KRi are set at low values for those populations, such as Synechococcus
and Haptophytes, which are better adapted to low nutrient concentrations. As a consequence,
the peaks of abundance of Pelagophytes and Prochlorococcus LL are localized, along the water
column, deeper than those of the Synechococcus and Haptophytes. All half-saturation con-
stants are set to the same values for the whole period investigated (see Table 1). Finally we
note that the values chosen for KRi ensure, during the whole year, phosphorus concentrations
sufficient for the survivance of the picophytoplankton groups located in the shallower layers
[14, 12].
The nutrient contents of the picophytoplankton groups, 1/Yi, are fixed to the same values
for all sampling periods (see Table 1). The values of these parameters have been estimated
for Synechococcus and Pelagophytes by using previous works [93, 94], while no data are avail-
able for the other picophytoplankton groups. Therefore, in order to obtain cell concentrations
in agreement with the experimental findings, we set the nutrient contents of Haptophytes
and Prochlorococcus (both ecotypes) in such a way to respect, for the ratios of the average con-
centrations of different populations, the values experimentally observed in the Strait of Sicily
[70, 74].
The chl a-normalized average absorption coefficients have been estimated by using the light
absorption spectra obtained by other authors from analyses on phytoplankton cultures [18, 78,
95]. Specifically, the values used in the model are in agreement with the absorption coefficients
measured by Brunet et al. in Gulf of Naples [96].
The environmental parameters have been chosen to reproduce the marine ecosystem of
the Tyrrhenian Sea during the whole year. The water column depth used in the model is fixed
equal to that estimated for the MAW (200 m). The vertical turbulent diffusivity in the deep
layers DD(t) changes as a function of the time [68], taking on values typical of weakly mixed
waters (DD(t) 6.0 cm2 s-1, in all seasons). In particular, in order to better reproduce the ex-
perimental profiles, we fixed the vertical turbulent diffusivity in the deeper layers (see Table 2),
using theoretical values in agreement with previous works [17, 22, 23, 68]. Conversely, in the
upper mixed layer the diffusivity DU(t) takes on, during the year, different values which can be
estimated by exploiting methods adopted by other authors in marine ecosystems [63–67, 97].
Specifically, to obtain DU for each sampling period, we used the expression of Denman and
Gargett [64]
DU ¼ 0:25N2; ð10Þ
where  and N are the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate in UML and the buoyancy fre-
quency, respectively.
The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is calculated by using the following expression
of Turner [64, 98]
 ¼ u3=ðk  ZUÞ; ð11Þ
where u is the turbulent friction velocity in the water surface, k = 0.4 is the von Karman con-
stant, and ZU is the thickness of the upper mixing layer. The turbulent friction velocity is esti-
mated by the monthly average wind speed measured at 10 m above the sea surface, available on
the web site of the CISL Research Data Archive (http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds540.1/). More-
over, according to previous works [62, 64], we consider the thickness of the upper mixing layer
ZU equals to the minimum between the turbulent Ekman layer thickness Ze and the depth, Zt,
of the thermocline. The former is calculated using the turbulent friction velocity in the water
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surface and the Coriolis parameter estimated in the site analyzed, the latter is obtained by the
vertical proﬁle of temperature acquired in situ for each sampling period.
The buoyancy frequency N can be calculated directly by the vertical profile of water density
as follows
N2 ¼ ðg=rwÞ 
@rðzÞ
@z
; ð12Þ
where g is the gravity acceleration, ρw is the density of the sea water, and
@rðzÞ
@z
is the vertical den-
sity gradient between the UML and the deeper layers of the water column.
By this way, the vertical turbulent diffusivity DU and thickness ZU of the UML were estimat-
ed by using the experimental profiles of temperature and density, collected in the sampling site
(39°30.000N,13°30.000E) during the oceanographic surveys (see subsection Environmental
Table 2. Monthly average values of vertical turbulent diffusivity in deeper layers (DD) and in upper mixed layer (DU), thickness of the upper
mixing layer (ZU) and incident light intensity (Iin).
Month DD(m2 h−1) DU(m2 h−1) ZU(m) Iin(µmol ph. m−2s−1)
January 1.059 5.503 70.311 433.058
February 0.903 9.277 58.849 623.864
March 0.699 6.722 37.308 904.648
April 0.513 4.169 16.490 1154.665
May 0.684 3.148 17.250 1369.813
June 0.889 2.652 22.260 1518.738
July 0.900 2.198 20.886 1526.101
August 0.947 1.828 19.925 1336.145
September 1.357 2.140 25.247 1020.497
October 1.845 2.597 31.944 726.194
November 2.056 2.462 44.784 463.077
December 1.601 3.032 59.981 364.566
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.t002
Figure 5. Spatio-temporal behaviour of vertical turbulent diffusivity (left panel) and light intensity (right panel) simulated for the sampling site
(39° 300.00 N, 13°300.00 E). The values of the parameters are those of Table 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g005
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data). The vertical profile of diffusivity, along the whole water column, was obtained for each
sampling period by using Eq. (4). The spatio-temporal behaviour of the vertical turbulent diffu-
sivity has been reproduced by interpolating the theoretical results obtained for all periods of
the year investigated (see Fig. 5a). Specifically, the daily dynamics of diffusivity was simulated
by using a step function. The monthly average values of the vertical turbulent diffusivity DU
and thickness ZU of the UML are given in Table 2. The light intensity at the water surface,
Iin(t), was estimated for all days of the year, taking into account the daily average values avail-
able on the NASA web site (http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/sse/RETScreen/). The spatio-temporal
behaviour of the incident light intensity is shown in Fig. 5b, while the monthly average values
are given in Table 2. Finally, nutrient concentrations at depth zb were fixed at the average value
of phosphorus concentration (Rin = 0.204 mmol m
-3) obtained by analyzing the bottle samples
collected in the site investigated during the oceanographic surveys.
Results
The theoretical distributions of cell concentration for the five picophytoplankton populations
were obtained by solving numerically Eqs. (5)–(9). In particular, we used a numerical method,
whose computer implementation consists in a C++ program, based on an explicit finite differ-
ence scheme with centered-in-space differencing for the diffusion term and upwind differenc-
ing for the taxis term. The increment of the spatial variable and the time step are set at 0.5 m
and 0.05 h, respectively. Specifically, these values are chosen such as to obtain the stability con-
ditions for both differencing terms. Moreover, on the basis of the stability analysis performed
according to previous works [99–104], the convergence of the whole finite difference equations
is guaranteed [100, 103, 104].
As initial conditions, we assumed for each picophytoplankton group a small cell concentra-
tion uniformly distributed along the water column in agreement with Ryabov et al. [22], while
the nutrient concentration is fixed equal to zero from the water surface to the thermocline,
with a linear increase below this point up to the interface MAW-LIW.
The equation system (5)–(9) is integrated over a period of approximately eleven years. The
solution, after nine years, reaches a stationary regime characterized by a periodical behaviour.
Therefore, setting as an integration time tmax = 10
5 h, we obtain steady seasonal driven oscilla-
tions of picophytoplankton abundances and nutrient concentration corresponding to all peri-
ods experimentally investigated (four data sets at different times within one year (see Fig. 3)).
The numerical results are shown in Fig. 6. Here, it is possible to observe the presence of the
chlorophyll peak for Haptophytes, Prochlorococcus HL and Pelagophytes in intermediate lay-
ers of MAW, in correspondence of the experimental DCM (see Fig. 3), during the whole year.
In particular, the cell concentrations of Prochlorococcus HL and Pelagophytes decrease during
late fall and winter, with a strong enhancement in spring and summer seasons. These theoreti-
cal results are in agreement, not only with our field observations, but also with experimental
data previously obtained in the Strait of Sicily and the Bay of Naples [59, 70, 74]. Moreover, a
Synechococcus abundance peak is always observed close to the surface water in correspon-
dence of the upper mixed layer. Specifically, the cell concentration of Synechococcus increases
during the late fall up to reach a maximum value in winter season, while decreases between
early spring and late summer. The peak of Prochlorococcus LL cell concentration is localized
in deeper layers, where it takes on very low values during the whole year (see Fig. 6), according
to experimental data collected in Tyrrhenian Sea during the last years.
In general, the numerical results show that the high cell concentration of Synechococcus
and Haptophytes, observed during late fall and winter, is accompanied by a decrease in the
abundance of the other groups localized in deeper layers [14, 83]. Vice versa, Prochlorococcus
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and Pelagophytes dominate the water column in spring and summer seasons, when their pres-
ence in the deeper layers inhibits the nutrient uptake for the groups localized in UML. Also in
this case, the theoretical results are in agreement with the experimental data acquired during
the period investigated. Finally, we note that the nutrient concentration show the typical be-
haviour experimentally observed in bottle samples acquired during the oceanographic surveys.
Specifically, the phosphorus concentration remains almost constant close to the interface
MAW-LIW in all seasons.
We recall that the experimental profiles for chl a concentrations are expressed in μg/dm3
(see Fig. 3). As a consequence, in order to compare the theoretical results with the experimental
findings, the numerical cell concentrations of the five populations (expressed in cells/m3) were
converted into chl a and Dvchl a concentrations, setting the cellular content of Synechococcus
Figure 6. Spatio-temporal behaviour of the five picophytoplankton groups and phosphorus concentrations simulated by the model. The contour
maps show the cell concentrations of (a) Synechococcus, (b) Haptophytes, (c) Prochlorococcus HL, (d) Pelagophytes, (e) Prochlorococcus LL and (f)
nutrient. The values of the parameters used in the model are those shown in Tables 1 and 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g006
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equal to 2 fg chl a cell-1 [69], and using the curves of mean vertical profile for the other groups
[70, 74]. The theoretical profiles, resulting by the conversion performed for each picophyto-
plankton group, are shown in Fig. 7.
It is worth to recall that the structure of the chlorophyll amolecule is almost identical to that
of divinyl chlorophyll a, therefore we can sum their concentrations (without introducing signifi-
cant errors) to obtain the theoretical equilibrium profiles for the total chl a and Dvchl a concen-
tration. Moreover, we performed the HPLC analysis on the content of the bottle samples
collected in the same site of the Tyrrhenian Sea during different periods of the year, observing
the presence of diatoms, cryptophytes and dinophytes in traces. As a consequence their contri-
bution to the total chlorophyll a concentration can be neglected. Conversely, it has been
Figure 7. Spatio-temporal behaviour of chl a andDvchl a concentrations.Contour maps show the content of chlorophyll for (a) Synechococcus, (b)
Haptophytes, (c) Prochlorococcus HL, (d) Pelagophytes, (e) Prochlorococcus LL and (f) all phytoplankton groups in the sampling site (39° 300.00 N, 13°
300.00 E). The values of the parameters used in the model are those shown in Tables 1 and 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g007
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estimated that the fraction of nano- and micro-phytoplankton (> 3μm) accounts about for
20% of the total quantity of chl a and Dvchl a. On the basis of the bottle samples analyzed, the
total amount of chl a and Dvchl a can be considered uniformly distributed in the MAW. Thus,
following the same procedure as in previous works [15–17, 89], we calculated the mean chloro-
phyll concentration of nano- and micro-phytoplankton and divided it by the length of the
water column, obtaining Δb(Dv)chl a, which is a constant value of chlorophyll concentration
along the whole water column, due to other phytoplankton groups present in the site investi-
gated [16, 17]. In particular the mean chlorophyll concentration of nano- and micro-phyto-
plankton is obtained averaging on both space (the first 200 meters of the water column) and
time (the whole period during which the four samplings were performed, i.e. from 24 Novem-
ber 2006 to 9 June 2007). Therefore, we added the numerical concentrations with Δb(Dv)chl a
and obtained, for the total chl a and Dvchl a concentration, the spatio-temporal behaviour
shown in Fig. 7. Here, we note that the DCM is present during the whole year, even if a strong
increase of chlorophyll concentration is observed in the surface layer during late fall and win-
ter, when the total average chl a and Dvchl a concentration reaches a maximum value equal to
0.10 μg/l. These results are in agreement with the experimental profiles collected during the
oceanographic surveys considered in this work. In particular, they indicate that the upwelling
of nutrients along the water column, due to an increase of vertical turbulent diffusivity in UML
during late fall and winter, supports the growth of Synechococcus and Haptophytes, determin-
ing an increase of the total chl a and Dvchl a concentration in the shallower layers. Conversely,
the numerical results show in the same period a strong decrease of the total chl a and Dvchl a
concentration in the intermediate and deeper layers of the water column, due to a reduced mix-
ing below the thermocline. This causes a decrease of surface total chl a concentration in the
MAW (from the surface down to 200 m) up to reach the minimum value in April (see Fig. 8).
Finally, we compared the experimental profiles acquired during oceanographic surveys
(VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006; VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007; VECTOR-TM3, 22
April 2007; VECTOR-TM4, 9 June 2007) with the theoretical distributions extracted by contour
maps (see Fig. 7) in correspondence of the same sampling periods. The results, shown in Fig. 9,
indicate the presence of a good agreement between experimental data (green line) and numerical
results (red line) in all seasons. In particular, by performing the goodness-of-fit test χ2, we ob-
tained the best reduced chi-square, ~w2 ¼ 0:0014, in winter (3 February 2007), when the vertical
turbulent diffusivity reaches the maximum value in upper mixed layer. In other sampling peri-
ods, the results of χ2 test (see Table 3) indicate a worse agreement between theoretical and experi-
mental profiles, even if the reduced chi-square ~w2 takes on values comparable with those
obtained in previous works, where two-population models were used to study the phytoplankton
dynamics in summer season [17, 23, 89]. Specifically, the numerical results in the upper mixed
layer show a good agreement with the experimental data in all sampling periods except for au-
tumn (see Fig. 9). Vice versa, in deeper layers, the χ2 test indicates that the magnitude of the total
chl a and Dvchl a concentration close to the DCM is underestimated in autumn (24 November
2006) and in late spring (9 June 2007), while it is overestimated in early spring (22 April 2007).
In order to better analyze the effects of seasonal changes on the phytoplankton dynamics,
we studied the behaviour of magnitude, depth and width of the DCM as a function of the time
(see Fig. 10). The numerical results show that the magnitude of total chl a and Dvchl a concen-
tration increases in DCM between autumn and winter (see Fig. 10), due to the enhancement of
the vertical turbulent diffusivity in UML. During the spring, the reduced mixing in deeper lay-
ers generates an increase of magnitude of the DCM, which reaches a maximum value in June.
Afterwards, the persistent weak mixing leads to a decrease of nutrient concentration along the
whole water column (see Fig. 11), which causes the total chl a and Dvchl a concentration to di-
minish between summer and early autumn in UML. The numerical results are in agreement
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with experimental findings during the whole period investigated except for the sampling of
April.
The analysis of the theoretical results also shows an increase of the depth of the DCM be-
tween late fall and late spring. Specifically, the maximum value of total chl a and Dvchl a con-
centration is observed at 82 m of depth in June. This behaviour is due to an enhancement of
the thickness of the upper mixing layer in autumn, followed by a strong reduction of the mix-
ing in the surface waters between winter and early spring. Vice versa, during the same period,
the width of the DCM decreases up to reach a minimum value of 31 m in spring, when the lim-
ited mixing in the deeper layers generates a strong stratification of the water masse, which per-
sists in summer and early fall. The numerical results give values of depth and width of the
DCM in a very good agreement with the experimental findings for all sampling periods.
We note, however, that the small discrepancies between theoretical and experimental distri-
butions can be explained considering three different elements: i) the difficulty to find the cor-
rect value for the vertical turbulent diffusivity in the UML during autumn, when the turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation rate can increase in unpredictable way and the methods used in this
study can give values of DU lower than those postulated for the real marine ecosystems; ii) the
lack of experimental data on the fluctuating velocity components, required to estimate the
Figure 8. Surface total chl a density as a function of time. Red line shows, for a yearly cycle with a time resolution of one month, the surface total chl-a
density obtained by integrating the theoretical profiles of the total chl a and Dvchl a concentration over the MAW (from the surface down to 200 m). The
experimental data (green points) for the site analyzed (39° 300.00 N, 13°300.00 E) are those acquired in correspondence of the four sampling periods
(VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006; VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007; VECTOR-TM3, 22 April 2007; VECTOR-TM4, 9 June 2007).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g008
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vertical turbulent diffusivity in deeper layers (DD) during the year; iii) the half-saturation con-
stants of the nutrient-limited growth are assumed constant, for the whole year, without taking
in account their periodical fluctuations due to the seasonal variations of the turbulent kinetic
energy dissipation rate. Therefore, in order to better reproduce the vertical profiles of the total
chl a and Dvchl a concentration, we would need an accurate estimate of some physical vari-
ables, i.e. the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate and fluctuating velocity components,
Figure 9. Theoretical distributions (red line) and experimental profiles (green line) of the total chl a andDvchl a concentration. The numerical
results, obtained by the five-population model and given as a function of the depth, are compared with the experimental data collected in the sampling site
(39° 300.00N, 13°300.00E), during the oceanographic surveys: VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006 (panel a); VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007 (panel b);
VECTOR-TM3, 22 April 2007 (panel c); VECTOR-TM4, 9 June 2007 (panel d).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g009
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whose experimental values are not available. Finally we note that an alternative theoretical ap-
proach could be based on the Droop model, which permits to derive the half-saturation con-
stants of the nutrient-limited growth from mechanisms of nutrient uptake, allowing to
reproduce their dynamical changes [105].
In conclusion, the five-population model devised is able to mimics the spatio-temporal be-
haviour of the picophytoplankton groups when regarding the resulting conversion into total
chlorophyll a vertical profile. On the other hand, the study indicates that a further improvement
is possible, in view of obtaining theoretical prediction in a still better agreement with field
observations.
Discussion
In this work we presented a study on spatio-temporal dynamics of phytoplankton in a real ma-
rine ecosystem. The work included the analysis of vertical distributions of chlorophyll concen-
trations obtained from data sampled, at different times of the year, in a site of the Tyrrhenian
Sea, along the south-western Italian coast. The data analysis showed that the properties of chlo-
rophyll profiles depend on the sampling period, evidencing the presence of a strong correlation
with the seasonal changes of environmental variables. Moreover, in order to provide a theoreti-
cal description of the spatio-temporal behaviour of chlorophyll concentration, we introduced a
one-dimensional model [15–17, 89] for the seasonal distribution of phytoplankton groups in a
marine ecosystem. In particular, we focused on five picophytoplankton populations, belonging
to two different domains, i.e. picoeukaryotes and picoprokaryotes, which account about for
80% of the average value of total chlorophyll in Tyrrhenian Sea and represent the whole smaller
size fraction (less than 3 μm) of the phytoplankton biomass. The theoretical analysis allowed to
get the cell concentration distributions along the water column, in a fixed marine site, during a
period of eleven years, providing a clear idea of the spatio-temporal dynamics of picophyto-
plankton concentration. Specifically, we analyzed the theoretical profiles of phytoplankton
abundances, obtained at four different times, corresponding to the periods of the year during
which the experimental chlorophyll data were sampled. We devised our model, taking into ac-
count the biological and environmental properties of the marine ecosystem investigated. In-
deed the site analyzed is characterized by oligotrophic waters, typical of Tyrrhenian Sea. Here,
the chlorophyll concentration decreased during the last years due to a reduced abundance of
nutrients in the upper mixed layer, generated by a more stable stratification of the Mediterra-
nean basin [1, 106, 107]. Therefore the surface mixed layer is depleted in nutrients, and subsur-
face maxima of chlorophyll concentration are often found. Such deep chlorophyll maxima
Table 3. Results of χ2 and reduced chi-square (χ˜2) goodness-of-ﬁt test for the site investigated in
correspondence of the four sampling periods.
Sampling day χ2 χ˜2
24 November 2006 1.17 0.0060
3 February 2007 0.28 0.0014
22 April 2007 1.32 0.0068
9 June 2007 1.31 0.0067
The number of samples, used for the test and distanced of 1 m, is n = 200 corresponding to consider from
the surface the ﬁrst 200 m of depth.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.t003
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(DCMs) are permanent features in many tropical and subtropical oceans [16, 89, 108–112].
Moreover, seasonal DCMs commonly develop in temperate regions [16, 89, 111, 113, 114] and
even in polar oceans [115], when the surface layer are depleted in nutrients at the beginning of
the summer season. In the southern Tyrrhenian Sea, blooms are not enough to suggest an in-
crease in phytoplankton abundance associated to the upwelling process during the winter, even
Figure 10. Magnitude, depth, and width of the DCM, as a function of time.Red lines indicate theoretical results obtained for a yearly cycle with a time
resolution of one month. Green points indicate experimental data acquired in the site analyzed (39° 300.00 N, 13°300.00 E) in correspondence of the four
sampling periods (VECTOR-TM1, 24 November 2006; VECTOR-TM2, 3 February 2007; VECTOR-TM3, 22 April 2007; VECTOR-TM4, 9 June 2007).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g010
Figure 11. Phosphorus concentration at different depths as a function of time. The figure shows, for a yearly cycle, the theoretical results of
phosphorus concentration at 0 m (black line), 25 m (brown line), 50 m (green line), 75 m (pink line) and 100 m (blue line) of depth.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115468.g011
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if an increase of chlorophyll concentration is observed in the upper mixed layer during late fall
and early winter [53, 116].
Our theoretical analysis, based on a one-dimensional reaction-diffusion-taxis model, is de-
voted to understand the deep mechanisms which govern the phytoplankton dynamics. We
therefore outlined a general approach to predict the spatio-temporal behaviour of chlorophyll
distributions in marine ecosystems. For this purpose we took into account the biological and
environmental characteristics of a specific ecosystem, using parameter values biologically and
physically meaningful, which allow to reproduce the chlorophyll distributions measured dur-
ing oceanographic surveys. We therefore reproduced the spatio-temporal dynamics of the total
chl a and Dvchl a concentration by taking into account the effects of seasonal variations of envi-
ronmental variables. In particular, we solved the equations of our model, considering the spa-
tio-temporal behaviour of the vertical turbulent diffusivity, D(z,t), which is simulated by using
the methods adopted in previous works [22, 61, 64]. Specifically, the vertical turbulent diffusiv-
ity in the upper mixed layer, DU, was estimated by taking into account the seasonal changes oc-
curring in the following quantities: i) average wind speed above the sea surface; ii) depth of the
thermocline; iii) vertical profile of salinity [62–65, 67, 98]. On the other side, the vertical turbu-
lent diffusivity in the deeper layers, DD, was fixed such as to mimic the hydrodynamic condi-
tions of the marine ecosystem investigated in all periods considered [71]. In general, the values
obtained for the vertical turbulent diffusivity, along the water column, ensure the absence of in-
trinsic oscillations of the picophytoplankton populations in all seasons, maintaining the system
far from the chaos [13, 22]. The other environmental variables were estimated by analyzing the
experimental data acquired during the four sampling periods. Finally, the biological parameters
were fixed according to previous experimental findings [84–87, 93, 94].
By solving the equations of our model, we obtained the spatio-temporal behaviour of the
abundance of each phytoplankton population, expressed in number of cells/m3. We note that
the parameter setting allowed to obtain the coexistence of five groups, i.e. Synechococcus, Hap-
tophytes, Prochlorococcus HL, Pelagophytes and Prochlorococcus LL, along the whole water
column. This is in agreement with the experimental findings which reveal the presence of the
same five picophytoplankton populations in the bottle samples collected in the site (Tyrrhenian
Sea) analyzed in this work. Moreover, no bistability phenomenon was observed, varying the
initial conditions for phytoplankton abundance and nutrient.
In order to compare theoretical and experimental distributions, the numerical results giving
the phytoplankton abundances were converted in chl a and Dvchl a concentrations, obtaining
the theoretical chlorophyll distributions [69, 70]. These profiles, according to the experimental
ones, resulted to be strongly dependent on the period considered. In particular, from a qualita-
tive point of view, the DCM (both observed and predicted) presented a width of few meters
during the spring and summer seasons, when the behaviour of the vertical turbulent diffusivity
guarantees the condition of weakly mixed waters along the whole water column. Vice versa,
during late autumn, both experimental and theoretical chlorophyll profiles show the presence
of a broadening in the DCM, corresponding to an increase of the vertical turbulent diffusivity
in the deeper layers. Finally, during the winter, the theoretical profiles were characterized by
high values of the total chl a and Dvchl a concentration above the thermocline, which can be re-
lated to the strong enhancement of the mixing (modeled by high values of the vertical turbulent
diffusivity) in the shallower layers. In general, the numerical results showed that the thickness
of DCM was comparable with that observed in the experimental data for all sampling periods.
From a quantitative point of view, the χ2 goodness-of-fit test indicated the presence of a
good agreement between experimental and theoretical findings during the whole period ana-
lyzed. In particular, the statistical test showed that the best reduced chi-square is obtained in
winter season, when the upwelling of nutrient occurs, due to an increase of vertical turbulent
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diffusivity in the upper mixed layer. Results not shown here indicated that the worst value of χ2
test is obtained by setting the diffusivity in the UML at a constant value during all the year, that
is neglecting seasonal variations. Moreover, we studied the spatio-temporal behaviour of only
two (Prochlorococcus HL and Pelagophytes) or three picophytoplankton populations (Pro-
chlorococcus HL, Pelagophytes, and Prochlorococcus LL) localized in intermediate layers of
the water column. In these cases, the results of of χ2 test showed a worse agreement with exper-
imental data respect to the five-populations model. Specifically, theoretical results (here not re-
ported) indicated that the high concentration of chlorophyll a close to the water surface, during
late fall and winter, can be explained only with the presence of Synechococcus and Hapto-
phytes. On the other side, the correct theoretical chlorophyll-a distributions can not be ob-
tained in springer and summer, without considering Prochlorococcus and Pelagophytes. It is
interesting to note that, within the Prochlorococcus genus, the ecotype LL gives a quite small
contribution to theDvchl a concentration. An effective theoretical study could be therefore per-
formed also using a four-population model. Anyway, the five-population model allows: i) to
consider the main populations present in the water column; ii) to obtain from the model the
prevalence in abundance of Prochlorococcus HL on Prochlorococcus LL, according to field ob-
servations in Tyrrhenian Sea.
This analysis clearly indicates that the model is able to reproduce experimental data, if the
time evolution of the diffusivity and, in general, of environmental parameters is included in
the equations. Moreover, we note that this model represents an effective predictive tool, able
to reproduce the chlorophyll distributions measured during four different oceanographic sur-
veys. We note that a partial mismatch between predicted and observed chlorophyll profiles
appears in the deeper layers during late fall and early spring. This suggests that a better model-
ing needs a deeper knowledge of environmental parameters such as: i) the values of the vertical
turbulent diffusivity in the deeper layers; ii) the dependence of the half-saturation constants,
KRi , on seasonal variations of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate; iii) the displace-
ments of the phytoplankton biomass along the water column, due to the internal wave motion
and Langmuir circulation [64, 67]; iv) the inflow and outflow of nutrients and chlorophyll
coming from adjacent sites, if the marine ecosystem is considered as a habitat with three
dimensions.
Moreover, a deeper knowledge of the biological mechanism through which the phytoplank-
ton cells absorb nutrients would be necessary. In particular, we could consider the idea that the
growth rate of picophytoplankton groups depends on intra-cellular nutrient concentration or
cell quota (Droop model), instead of the extra-cellular available nutrient [117]. In this case, the
uptake nutrient term of Eq. (7) would be replaced by a new term that takes into account both
the extra-cellular nutrient concentration and the cell quota. In general, the theoretical results
obtained by Droop model are in agreement with the results of experiments performed with
phytoplankton cells in the presence of phosphorus and other nutrients. In particular, the exper-
imental findings have shown that the growth rate is more closely related to the intra-cellular
nutrient concentration than to the external one [117]. The Droop model however does not
allow to use the Liebig’s minimum law, which permits to take into account the contemporary
presence of two limiting factors, i.e. light intensity and nutrient concentration, which plays a
crucial role in the overall dynamics of phytoplankton populations. All biological and environ-
mental factors contribute to determine the spatio-temporal dynamics of phytoplankton distri-
butions and, therefore, of chlorophyll profiles. In particular, the internal wave motion
generates an oscillating movement of the phytoplankton biomass around the thermocline with
a maximum amplitude of 15 m near the continental shelf of the oceans, while the Langmuir cir-
culation determines a circular motion of planktonic groups in the first 5 m of the water
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column. These phenomena are usually neglected because of their limited impact on the overall
phytoplankton dynamics [64]. Including them in the model could contribute however to im-
prove theoretical predictions for phytoplankton distributions.
In conclusion, the model presented in this paper showed to be a valid candidate to predict
the spatio-temporal dynamics of vertical chlorophyll distributions in a marine ecosystem. Al-
though the model was devised and calibrated for oligotrophic marine waters, the analysis per-
formed could be applied to other contexts with different levels of eutrophication, allowing to
extend the theoretical investigation to marine sites close to the coast. A further extension of
this model could be the inclusion of zooplankton populations and higher trophic levels in view
of reproducing the seasonal dynamics of fish species [22]. As a final remark we wish to under-
line that the studies devoted to model and reproduce the dynamics of phytoplankton popula-
tions are of paramount importance, in view of predicting the effects of global warming on these
microorganisms, and devising strategies to prevent the decline of the primary production with
the consequent decrease of fish species [8, 17, 89].
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